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GENERAL  UPDATES
It is more and more difficult to get out of the camps , and especially our

Lesvos project is heavily affected by this . The movement towards keeping

refugees and asylum seekers to stay inside the camp is getting stronger and

stronger . This normalizes that everything happens inside the camp , basically

creating prisons . This is a movement that YSR is strongly trying to resist .

Since the beginning of September there are new covid rules in Greece , we

needed to adapt to the measures in the gyms again . The new rule is that

people need to be vaccinated or have 2 rapid tests per week in order to

join sport activities indoors . The reason for the Greek government to enforce

these measures is because the percentage of people vaccinated in Greece is

only 56%. We are enforcing the rules as much as possible , but we also try to

keep our activities open to as many people as possible . Luckily Leave No One

Behind gave us a lot of self test , we use them as a last option for people that

really can not get vaccinated or officially tested to still let them join the

activities after taking a test in the gym . However , we try to enforce the rules

as much as possible and this is going better and better ! 

We had our first Yoga and Sport with Refugees event outside Greece ! Estelle

participated with a team of YSR runners in the Paris half marathon . It was

great to organize the team there and we hope this is a little step towards a

future in other European countries ! 

On the Greek islands there were 287 new arrivals and 616 transfers this

month , the total refugee population on Lesvos is now officially 3385 people.
In September 94 boats were stopped, involving 2274 men , women and

children trying to reach safety in Europe . (source : Aegean boat report)



On Lesvos
Currently the Lesvos project is suffering a lot from the fact that the exit from

the camp has been heavily restricted again , using COVID as the excuse .

People are allowed to go out of the camp only 3 times per week for 3 hours ,

depending on their police number . That is why our attendance numbers have

decreased heavily this month . People can not leave the camp to come to our

trainings . If the police finds someone that is out of the camp when it is not

their time , they fine them with 300 euros . All our partners are also confronted

with the same problem and we are trying to find a solution . We have already

tried to talk to the camp management twice , but so far without success .

On a more positive note , they finally started again taking fingerprints for ID

and Passports for people registered in the camp . Some of our teachers and

students are in this process now and we hope they will receive their

documents soon . 

In the project
We started supporting an extra football team together with Spanos FC , we

both pay half of the rent of the fields for them . 

CABUWAZI came back to Lesvos and we have been doing circus training with

them in September . They are preparing a big final show in the beginning of

October . They are trying to come back permanently . 

Daniel from Let 's Keep the Ball Flying joined our team to train our volleyball

teachers to become better coaches . He will stay for 2 months . 

In September we organized an injury prevention and rehabilitation training

for the teachers with our volunteer Carmen . She also wrote an injury

prevention and rehabilitation plan we can keep using and use also on our

other locations . 

LESVOS  

Mahmood Alizadeh (running)

Mohammad Mahdi Qurbani

(dancing)

Saeed Navid Sadat (boxing)

Anisgul Alizai (volleybal)

Mohammad Zaki Naseri

(yoga)

Teachers 
18 teachers in total . 

New :

Left : 

Claude

Roland

Arjan

Amir

Priya

Torialay

Louise

Debi

Carmen

Volunteers 
In total 9 , 2 from communityYadullah (volunteers)

Miren (project)

Coordinators



In Athens
This month Skramagas camp , one of the big camps close to Athens , has been

closed and all people have been relocated to other camps in Greece . Housing

keeps being the main problem in Athens , the camps are overcrowded and finding

housing in the city is almost impossible , and unaffordable for refugees . Housing

projects have long waiting lists and can not cope with the demand . We are

currently looking into the option of renting a house with the organization to help

our teachers and volunteers . 

In the project
Nina moved to Athens in the beginning of the month to support the on the ground

team . There are many opportunities for the project to grow , and the demand for

activities is high . Unfortunately Saddiqi had to give up his coordination position ,

which leaves Sohaila and Aref in charge on the ground . Luckily we already found a

new coordinator who will start the first of November , Claude . She came to check

the project in September and together we created a long list of things we want to

work on in the coming months . 

The first priority is implementing a new registration system with membership cards

just like in Lesvos and in HSR Ioannina . 

We are increasingly cooperating with shelters for minors to join our training in the

gym . 

Around the 20th of September a German film crew visited Athens to film Zeynab ,

Zahra and Sohaila for a film project called the "Friendship project". They want to

show special friendships under special circumstances and one of the friendships

they will highlight is theirs , and their relation with the rest of team Energy here in

Athens . 

ATHENS

No new teachers

Teachers 
New : Zeynab

Tyler

Marta

Abbas

Volunteers 
Aref (project)

Sohaila (volunteers)

Coordinators



In Ioannina
The situation in Katsikas camp is very uncertain at the moment . The Greek

government has to take over the cash assistance system and this transition period

will take somewhere between 1 and 3 months . Another group of people living in

Katsikas got their asylum case accepted and are now preparing for future steps .

For this reason many of them lost their financial support completely , The

distribution of food is very confusing at the moment and this results in long

queues for food . However , there is a lot of unclarity about the situation . 

In the project:
We officially started the Habibi and Sport with Refugee project the first of

September , and a lot has happened since then . We now have 3 official teachers

and many supporters/assistants and some in training . 

We are working on establishing the new structures , with teachers and volunteers

like in the other projects , and with a similar registration system . 

We had 2 competitions , for Climbing and Football . We also invited groups from a

minor shelter for the competition and we hope we can partner with them more in

the future .

We have done a Need Assessment in camp and gotten 109 survey answers so far

from people in camp explaining about their needs and wishes for the sport project

to adjust our offers . We had amazing help from our lovely sport community , more

than 20 teachers and students helped translate , knock doors and share the news

about our Open Sport Day that we will have in the beginning of October . We ended

up having a nice night with food , soda and games as a thank you to our amazing

community . 

We had two outdoor climbing trips , one for girls and one for boys . 

We started two new classes , meditation and Basketball . Meditation is given by one

of the Habibi .Works coordinators and the basketball is facilitated by Kirstine . 

Payman (boxing)

Emal (climbing)

Ali (Football)

Teachers 

 

Jorge (Maikai)

Volunteers 
Kirstine

Maeve

Coordinators

HSR  IOANNINA



Swimming

0.7%

Martial arts

31.6%

Parkour

3.7%

Fitness

9.3%Yoga

1.7%

Field sports

37.6%

MEN

81.4%

WOMEN

10.9%

MINORS

7.8%

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total amount of participants in all the projects :

Average amount of students per week :

Taekwando

20.6%

Bodybuilding

17.6%

Zumba

11.8%

Kickboxing

11.8%

Boxing

8.8%

Women fitness

7.1%

Parkour

5.9%

Running

4.1%

MEN

34.8%

Women

30.4%

Kids

17.4%

Minors from shelters

17.4%

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total amount of participants in all the projects :

Average amount of students per week :

Volleyball

25.7%

Football

18.9%

Open gym

18.1%
Climbing 

14.4%

Boxing

6%

Women dance

4.5%

Running

3.6%

WOMEN

54.2%

MEN

45.8%

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total amount of participants in all the projects :

Average amount of students per week :

21

18

1302

330

Division of students over the different projects: Number of men/women/kids

 in the projects :

Lesvos: 

11 (+1)

12 (+0)

1530 (-82)

406 (+3)

Division of students over the different projects: Number of men/women/kids

 in the projects :

Athens: 

11 (+3)

3 (+0)

1324 (-32)

331 

Division of students over the different projects: Number of men/women in

the projects :

Habibi and Sport with Refugees Ioannina

THE  PROJECTS  IN  NUMBERS



Shoes HOKA Ioannina

Volleyball net LKTBF Ioannina

Bandit socks running team Lesvos

Income

Our total income this month : 9 .712 

Income from volunteer house : 1 .380

Support from Three Peas : 400 

Donation Fionualla Jay : 1954 ,54

Support Miren Zubeldia yoga : 135

ChooseLove : 2000  

Donate4Refugees : 1855 (support van)

Fundraiser Lauren : 1138

Income per category: 

Other forms of support
Physical donations :

GENERAL  FINANCES  

We are 100% funded through independent donations

Volunteer house
13.8%

Website
4%

Lauren
11.4%

Monthly
0.6%

Donate4Refugees
18.5%

Fionnuala
19.5%

Choose Love
20%

Expenses

Our total expenses this month : 11 .168 

Expenses Lesvos : 4 .789 

Expenses Athens : 3248 

Expenses HSR Ioannina : 737 

General expenses : 2358 

Expenses per category: 

Coordinators
22.5%

Gyms
16%

Directors
12.8%

Motor expenses and travel
12.3%

Teachers
9.6%

Field sports
6.4%

Housing directors
5.3%

Housing volunteers
4.3%

Outside activities
2.1%

General Fundraising Update
Lauren Hill did an amazing fundraiser

for us by biking in the boat where she is

working . Also a famous Irish influencer ,

Fionuala Jay , collected a lot of money

after what happened in Afghanistan

and gave us almost 2000 euro of that .

We received physical donations from

many sides for our new project in

Ioannina . Donate4Refugees provided us

with the missing support for the van ,

which is a huge financial relief . Choose

Love supports us for part of the running

costs on Lesvos . 

Explanation of Expenses
This month there were again some costs

for the van (insurance , taxes , etc .) which

were luckily covered by

donate4refugees . Furthermore we had

regular expenses for the gyms , teachers ,

coordinators , directors , housing and the

field sports . 



Social media
Facebook (YSR)
Total likes : 3 .343 (+65) 

Total followers : 3 .619 (+75) 

Total posts : 15 (+5)

Instagram (YSR)
Total followers : 3 .310 (+195)  

Total posts : 15 (+3) 

Facebook (YSR Athens)
Total likes :  615 (+0)

Total followers : 659 (+2) 

Total posts : 1 (-5)

Instagram (YSR Athens)
Total followers : 716 (+86)  

Total posts : 8 (+1)  

Instagram (HSR Ioannina)
Total followers : 444 (+85) 

Total posts : 7 (-5) 

Facebook (HSR Ioannina)
Total likes : 0

Total followers : 13  

Total posts : 6

COMMUNITY  &  OUTREACH

Article Giacomo and Dario :

Il Manifesto (Italy)

Publications

Maeve 
Coordinator Ioannina project

"I love the community spirit in Habibi and Sport
with Refugees. Working with our teachers,
supporters and athletes, who all bring so much
energy, drive and kindness to the project, is a
genuine privilege. The opportunity to shape a
project like this, which is so much more than the
sports schedule we provide, is something I am so
grateful for. I am excited to see where this
project will go, and how we can all grow together
in the YSR community."

Laia 
Volunteer in Lesvos

Being part of the YSR family has absolutely
warmed my heart -even among the inhumane
realities the powerful create in this world. The
community they have built, respectful, loving and
joyfully positive, is absolutely inspiring. 
I felt welcomed at the gym. This allowed me to
learn and connect with both the inner strength in
our bodies and the collective energy to smile and
keep moving forward. 



Improve ex-volunteer engagement: we started working on improving the
Facebook group we have together with Gemma (an ex-volunteer)
Build an ambassador network: We have our 2 first ambassadors! Together
we will see how we will shape their involvement
Do a big December fundraiser: The plan is to organize a big running event
in multiple places. 
Create a 4 year strategy and budget: no update
Develop an annual ToT-cycle: we are writing multiple funding
applications to finance this annual cycle.  

Organise more competitions and activities for the teams: in October will
be the first competition on Lesvos. 
Organise the upstairs space and make a need list: planned for October
Develop the moveable gym project: One Team will visit the project in
October
Organise cultural awareness training sessions for volunteers and
teachers: in progress

Expand the schedule: first we have to start with the new registration
system 
Offer specific classes in cooperation with different organisations: same as
point 1 
Implement a new registration system with membership cards: in progress
Be stricter on cleaning and attendance of teachers and students: we have
a cleaning schedule now 

Build a good relationship with the team and the community: a survey was
held under the community members
Implement the new registration systems: implemented
Recruit teachers and improve the activities: multiple teachers and
activities are added to the project, this is ongoing work. 
Train the teachers and professionalise them: training planned
October/November 
Fundraise enough money for the rest of the year and the first 4 months of
2022: the fundraiser was quite successful and we are very happy with the
support of Fionnuala and the agreed support from ChooseLove

Priorities: 
GENERAL PRIORITIES

PRIORITIES LESVOS

PRIORITIES ATHENS 

PRIORITIES IOANNINA

UPDATE  ON  POLICY  PRIORITIES
QUICK  SUMMARY



WITH  THANKS  TO  OUR  PARTNERS:

HABIBI Refugym VidMob

Zaporeak One Happy Family Proemaid

IPF

Three Peas

LAVA KONFRONT LessTalkAthletics Spanos

Free movement

skateboarding MVI MSF FENIX

INTERSOS CAC ChooseLove KOIZ

GAME MWF WWBT LKTBF


